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Grey parrot talking to alexa

This is a video of african grey parrots interacting with amazon's Alexa device. You know my buddy has African Gray, and that thing can replicate phone calls on the tee - including the sound of buttons being pressed, phone ringing, and the whole conversation (including a muffled voice at the other end of the line). Still, he doesn't have Alexa. It's all fun and games until someone orders $1,200 worth of
crackers and bird seeds off the Amazon. Go to the video below. Thanks Jinx, who didn't even say the same thing as I did at the same time that I don't know what you're talking about. Read more: Alexa, Alexa buy 40 pounds crackers, Alexa buy 100 pounds bag premium parrot chow, amazon, aw, birds, socializing, friends having a lot of time, I love you bye, parrot, personal assistant, smart that's what looks
and sounds, really why not, speak Polly wants Alexa? Apparently yes. Amazon Alexa is wont to accept orders, whether it's adding milk to the shopping list or playing a song like Baby Shark. But for one Echo, those orders came from a parrot. As a stray bird, Rocco - an African grey parrot - was taken care of by a charity in the UK called the National Animal Welfare Trust. But Rocco had to use bad language
penchant, the charity says, so employee Marion Wischnewski volunteered to accept it. Wischnewski at home Rocco has developed another unusual habit - to chat with Wischnewski Amazon Alexa device. In April, Wischnewski discovered that Rocco's parrot was ordering from Alexa when she asked a voice assistant to view her shopping list aloud (one of the device's many features). It turns out Rocco
ordered strawberries and broccoli worth about $3. Fortunately, we never delivered the products because we found that you had to log in to actually process the order so we could cancel items, Wischnewski tells CNBC Make It.A blog post on the National Animal Welfare Trust website also states that Rocco asked Alexa for treats like watermelon, raisins and ice cream, and that sometimes, Wischnewski
came home to find Rocco playing romantic music. I've never had any problems with Alexa, Wischnewski says. The whole family uses it as it is in the main part of the house. I think that's why Rocco got used to Alexa because we all talk to him, so he just joined in. Since then, Wischnewski has determined that the device will only work with a PIN code. Of course, since Wischnewski and her family say the
PIN aloud, she notes: There's always a chance that he could learn [the PIN], but so far he hasn't done it. This is not the first time someone who shouldn't be ordering at Alexa has been caught in the act; The 6-year-old Texan once reported having ordered $160 dollhouse and 4 pounds of sugar cookies from the device, while another 6-year-old Utah ordered $350 worth of Barbies and toy pony from his
mom's Alexa account. Don't miss: People going wild in these boozy pastriesLike this How CNBC Make It on Facebook! Petra's African gray parrot is perhaps one of the smartest birds around. She can continue the conversation, is potty-trained, and can even order her Alexa smart speaker to answer the facts and turn on the lights. As smart as she is, Petra just really wants peanuts and scratch. Petra is a
very smart bird. Ever since she was just hatching, she has been able to say words and respond to the series of conversations from her parents. When she walked in, she learned to chat with the family's Alexa home speaker, turn off and turn on the lights and ask him questions. Now that she is older, Petra continues to amaze people with her ability to continue the conversation and learn interesting facts from
her Alexa speaker. She is potty trained, just going crazy in a special area of the house, and she likes to ask for yummy peanuts and head scratches. Another post some pets are just naughty than others, and there's nothing we can do about it other than laugh at their ingenuity. A parrot owner in the UK had a surprise in her life when she discovered that her parrot could talk to Amazon Alexa via an Echo
device and order things online. Rocco, an African Grey parrot, likes to talk to Alexa all day, said its owner Marion Wischnewski of the Berkshire-based National Animal Welfare Trust (NAWT). Rocco has so far ordered treats such as strawberries, watermelons, raisins, broccoli and ice cream. He also ordered kites, bulbs and even a kettle. He orders so often that his owner has to go through amazon's order
list after returning home to cancel Rocco's doing so. Rocco and Alexa chat away at each other all day. Then I have to check the shopping list and cancel all the items he ordered, she told The Sun. Her voice sounds completely like human and she could confuse anyone if they didn't know it was a bird. Not only that, the parrot also likes to dance and tell the voice-activated device to play his favorite songs,
which are mostly rock songs. However, he likes to slow romantic numbers from time to time. Wischnewski talked about how her parrot surprises her sometimes. Often I came home from all day and found romantic music to play, she told The Sun. And he loves boogie with Alexa. But it has to be something as fast as his favorite Kings of Leon, she said. The parrot was not a NAWT, but he was a mischievous
and bad-mouthed bird, the organization told Geek. He swore to people because he was taught so by the previous owner and threw his water bowl around, but Marion wanted to find a home for him. So, a 49-year-old NAWT employee took him home because the organization didn't want him to show his colorful skills to the public. African Greys have a reputation for how smart they are and their emulating
skills. THE NAWT relies on gifts to save birds and other animals, and then find a home for them. If you want to help them visit www.nawt.org.uk learn more. Lately, there has been another a parrot called Petra, who went viral because of her friendship with Amazon Alexa. The parrot can turn off and turn on the lights with Alexa and order items online from Amazon. Petra is a linguistic parrot and her voice is
very human-like. Links: Parrot has been placing orders using Amazon using a personal assistantRocco bought items inadvertently chatting voice activated Alexa deviceSo far African Grey bought fruit and veg range, including broccoli DailyBy Daily Mail Reporter Published: 00:26 GMT, 14 December 2018 | Last updated: 01:53 GMT, 14 December 2018 He's always ready to come to the deal and swear by
the early bird deals. Rocco's parrot, who was rehomed out of the temple after cursing too much, was inadvertently placing orders on Amazon chatting with a voice-activated personal assistant Alexa.So away, African Grey bought a range of fruits and veg - including water melons, raisins and broccoli - ice cream, light bulb and even kite. Alexa chatted back to the parrot and played music, with songs by
American rockers Kings of Leon bird favorite Rocco being rehomed from the National Animal Welfare Trust sanctuary in Berkshire because staff feared his use of swear words would disturb visitors. Rocco's parrot (pictured with temple worker Marion Wischnewski volunteered to nurture it) was placing orders using Amazon using a personal assistant african grey - a variety famous for its ability to copy words
- added to the shopping virtual supermarket list by speaking with the device. Rocco's parrot (pictured) was placing orders using Amazon, using a personal assistant Rocco was rehomed from the National Animal Welfare Trust sanctuary in Berkshire because staff feared his use of encromising words would upset visitors. Marion Wischnewski, a temple worker, volunteered to take him to his home in Blewbury,
Oxfordshire. But he has since used his Amazon Echo to order everything he likes to eat. African gray - a breed famous for its ability to copy words - added shopping to the virtual list of supermarkets, speaking to the device. Miss Wischnewski said: 'I have to check the shopping list when I come out of work and cancel all the items he's ordered.'Alexa chats back to the parrot and plays music, and the songs of
american rocker Kings of Leon are the bird's favorite. Miss Wischnewski said of alexa and Rocco's relationship: They talked away with each other all day. Often come and play music. So far African Grey has bought fruit and veg using alexa (pictured) assortment - including water melons Polly wants alexa? Apparently yes. Amazon Alexa is wont to accept orders, whether it's adding milk to the shopping list
or playing a song like Baby Shark. But for one Echo, these orders came from a stray bird, Rocco - an African grey parrot - was taken care of by a charity in the UK called the National Animal Welfare Trust. But Rocco had to use bad language penchant, the charity says, so employee Marion Wischnewski volunteered to accept it. Wischnewski at home Rocco has developed another unusual habit - to chat
with Wischnewski Amazon Alexa device. In April, Wischnewski discovered that Rocco's parrot was ordering from Alexa when she asked a voice assistant to view her shopping list aloud (one of the device's many features). It turns out Rocco ordered strawberries and broccoli worth about $3. Fortunately, we never delivered the products because we found that you had to log in to actually process the order
so we could cancel items, Wischnewski tells CNBC Make It.A blog post on the National Animal Welfare Trust website also states that Rocco asked Alexa for treats like watermelon, raisins and ice cream, and that sometimes, Wischnewski came home to find Rocco playing romantic music. I've never had any problems with Alexa, Wischnewski says. The whole family uses it as it is in the main part of the
house. I think that's why Rocco got used to Alexa because we all talk to him, so he just joined in. Since then, Wischnewski has determined that the device will only work with a PIN code. Of course, since Wischnewski and her family say the PIN aloud, she notes: There's always a chance that he could learn [the PIN], but so far he hasn't done it. This is not the first time someone who shouldn't be ordering at
Alexa has been caught in the act; The 6-year-old Texan once reported having ordered $160 dollhouse and 4 pounds of sugar cookies from the device, while another 6-year-old Utah ordered $350 worth of Barbies and toy pony from his mom's Alexa account. Don't miss: People going wild in these boozy pastriesLike this story? How CNBC Make It on Facebook! Facebook!
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